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S. Rudeanu posed the problem of solving systems of Boolean equations without 
reducing the system to a single equation. This problem is more interesting in the 
structures wherein reducing the systems to a single equation is difficult or the 
obtained equations is too difficult to solve. We consider here this problem for 
arbitrary equations, i.e., for the equations of the form r(x) = T, where P is relation 
of the set S, and T means Yrue’. Equztierrr of this type were considered first 
by prelsic in [3] alnd later in f23, [S] and [l]. 
We shall write t(x) instead of t(x) = T. 
Defidion 1 [4]. The formula x = f(t) (f : S + S) defines the general parameiiic 
solution or simplly general solution of the equation r(x) if and only if 
0M rCf’<xM (Vx) (r(x) + (30 (x = f(t)))- 
Lemma 1 [4]. The formula x = f(f) (f : S + S) defines the general solution of fhe 
equation r(x) if and only if 
De&&ion 2 [4]. Let x = f( 1) be a parametric solution of the equation r(x). If 
wx) (r(4 3 x = f(x)), 
then the parametric solution x = f(t) is called reproductive. 
Lemma 2 [4]. The parametric solution x = f(t) of the equation 
and only if 
(Vx) (r(x) (‘$ x = f(x)). 
r(x) is qwoductiue if 
Using Lemma 1 and the following formulae of predicate calculus 
(3x) A(x)/\ B H (3x) (A(x)/\ B) 
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(1) 
where x is not free in B, 
x=u/\A(x) M x=u~A(u) 
(3t)(t=F)nG H G 
we can prove 
Proposition: Let x = g(t) be the general solution of the equation rl(x) and t = h(u) 
be the general solution of the equation r2( g(t)). The formula 
x = &h(u)) (4 
defines the general solutiova of the system 
J, (4 A Iz(x)* (5) 
Proof. 
r,(X)/\ r2(X) r-L, (3t) (X = $$),A r,-(X) 
= (3t) b = &)A rZ(x)) 
@ (3r) tx = &)A dgtt))) 
H (3t) (x = &)A(%) (t= h(s))) 
e (31) (3s) (x = &?)A t = h(s)) 
e (3t) (3s) (X = g(h(S))A t = h(S)) 
e (3s) (X = gfh(S))A (32) (t = h(S))) 
H (3s) (x = g(hW). 
The condition for reproductivity is obvious. 
Example 1. Solve the system of Boolean equations 
ax’=OAby’= OAC'XyuCX'uCf-0. 
The solution of the first equation is x = Q U t and that of the second one 
y = b U u. The solution of the system ax’ = 0 A by’ = 0 is (x, y) = (a U f, b U u). 
Substituting we get 
c’(aU t)(bU u)Uc(a U t)‘Uc(bU u)‘=O. (6) 
Fran, the last equation we have 
II = (cb’Uabc’tirx’tUa’ct’)U(c’fUac’Ua’ct)p 
kry the condition 
\c-t’ ij abc’ L’ bc't U a’ct’)(c’r U UC’ U a’ct’) = 0. 
The consistency condition of the last equation is abc’ = 0 and 
t =r (a’c U abc’) U (c’b)‘q, i.e., f = u’c CJ (c U b’)q.. 
Then, substituting t and t’, 
U = Cp U a’bc’p U U’C’plif’ U Cb’ 
and 
y=bUcUa’p4#‘, x=aUcUb’q. 
S. Rudeanu suggests (private communication) that the equation (6) might be 
also treated in the same way, if it is decomposed as the system 
abc” U bc’t U a’ct’ = 0 A (UC’ U c’t)u !J b’cu = 0. 
The first equation yields the consistency condition abc’= 0 and the remaining 
equation bc’t U a’ct’ = 0 has the general solution t = a’c U (b’ U c)q, which trans- 
forms the second equation into (UC U b’c’q) u U b’cu’ = 0, with the general solution 
u = b’c U (c U a’(b U 4’))~. Rudeanu suggests also an improved strategy from the 
beginning, consisting of rearranging the given system as 
Then x = a U c U t, y = b U c U u, hence abc’ U QC’U U bc’t U c’tu = 0, which yields 
the consistency condition abc’ =: 0 and the system bc’t = 0 A QC’W U c’tu = 0. Then 
I = (b’ U c)q, hence (ac’ U b’c’q)u = 0, therefore u = (c LJ a’@ U q’))p and this 
yields the same final solution. 
Theorexnm. Let x = f(t) be the general solution of the equation r,(x) and x = g(t) be 
the general solution of the equation V*(X). Let u = h(s) be the general solution of the 
equation B(u), where B(u) is the consistency condition of the equation on t 
f(t) = g(u), i.e. B(u) is (St) (f(t) = g(u)). The formula 
x =: g( h(s)) (7) 
defines the general solution of the system 
I&)A rz(x). (8) 
When the solutions x = g(t) and u = h(s) are reproductive, then the solution (7) is 
reproductive too. 
Proof. Suppose x = g(h(s)). Then rz(x) but u= h(s) fulfils B(u), i.e., 
(3t) (f(t) = g(u)), therefore x = g(u) = f(t), hence rI(x). Conversely, rl(x)~ t2(x) 
implies x = f(t) = g(u) for some I! and u, hence u fulfils B(u), therefore u = h(s) 
for some s, so that x = g(h(s)). 
Suppose further that g and k are reproductive solutions. Then ran r2(x) 
implies (at) (x = f(t)) and x = g(x), therefore (3) (f(t) = g(x)), hence x = h(x), 
consequently x = g(x) = g(h(x)). 
Corollary. The system YEA r2(x) is consistent if and only if each or the equations 
rl(x), r2(x) and B(u) is consistepat. 
Proof. If the three equations are consistent separately, then rl A r2 is consistent by 
the theorem. The converse is obvious. 
We note that the proof of this theorem can be derived as the proof of the 
Proposition using Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and formulae (1); (2) and (3). 
Exampie 2. Scke the system 
axtb=lhu,x+b,=O 
on a Rocrtean ring. 
The solution of the first equation is x = b + (u + 1)t and th,at of the second one is 




The sokion of the last equation is u = u(b+ bI)+(u(ul+ l)+ l)s, where 
a(b+ b,)(u(u, + l)+ l)=O, i.e., uu,(b+ b&=0. 
So we hate 
i.e.. 
x = 6, -f- (a, + l)(u(b + 6,) f (u(u, + 1) -t- lb), 
x = 6, + a(6 + b,)(o, + 1) +(a, + l)(u + 1)s. 
When the equations r*(x) and r*(x) have n unknowns, then x, s, t, f, g are 
vectors, i.e., x = (x,, . . . , x,), s = (sl, . . . , s,,), t = (t,, . . . , t,), f= (fl, . . . , fn), g = 
(g,, * - - , g&f (fi : S” +s, g,:S”-,S,i=l,..., n). 
The condition (3t) (f(t) = g(u)) is the conjunction 
The elimination of tl can be accomplished in the following way 
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(we write AI instead of A&, . . . , t,,, ul, . . . , u,,)) 
m (32,. . . , hrr &+I) ((3t:) (TV = A(f2, . . .v tn, iln+l, ~1, . l . , y~))&(& tz, . . . , t,,) 
= g&1, . . .y u,b. * l A fnh, t22, . . .p t,,) =.g,(u,, . . l , u,)) 
e (32 3 . . l 3 f,, a,+~) V2&, f2, . . .) h,) =: $zh . . .p %)A. l l A fn(Al, ta, . l . , t,) 
= g?ah, l * l ¶ -4lN. 
NOW we have the conjunction of it - 1 members. In the next step we eliminate 
t2 and get the conjunction of it - 2 members. Repeating this procedure, in the 
(n - 1).th step we obtain 
Eliminating z,,+~, . . . , f2n-1 from the last formula we get the condition (i.e. the 
equation) B(u,, . . . , u& 
When the solution of the equation on tI 
f 0 1 1, . l . , in) = g&41, . . . , U”) 
is unique, i.e. the equation fi(tl, . . . , t,,) = gl(ul, . . . , u,)) is equivalent o tI = 
A&, . . .) t,, ~1, . . l 3 h), then we. have not tn+I and the elimination is easier. 
Similarly with t2 in the second step a~Qo on. 
We notice that we can compute tI fronB$(t,, . . . , t,,) = gi(ul, . . . , u,) for any i 
(1 s i s n) not only from fl( tl, . . . , t,,) = g, ( ul, . . ,-a,,). We can choose that equa- 
tion j& . . . , &,) = g&, . . . , u,,) in which the 
ient. 
computation of tI is most conven- 
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